I. Review of Timing Error Detectors
Most of the methods to generate the spectral line fall into
one of three major categories of timing recovery. These are,
maximum likelihood (ML) approximations, transition (or zero
crossing) methods, and minimum variance schemes [1, 2]. The
ML approximations seek the peak of the correlation function,
or matched filter (MF) output and locates the peak by forming
the derivative MF at the test points. The derivative MF is zero
at the peak location and the zero slope identifies the peak
position. The MF derivative to the left side of a positive valued
peak is positive, telling us that we are climbing up a hill, that
the peak is in front of us and we should move forward.
Similarly, the MF derivative to the right side of the positive
valued peak is negative, telling us that we are climbing down
a hill, that the peak is behind us and that we should move
backwards. The slopes to either side of a negative peak have
the reverse polarity and we must alter the guidance rules. We
do so by qualifying the derivative MF with the MF amplitude
by forming the product ẏ() y() and then adjust the time offset
 to drive the average value of the ẏ y product to zero when
ẏ()=0. When we perform the product of the MF and
derivative MF impulse responses we obtain the s-curve. In the
past, the derivative MF was approximated by the difference
between an early and late MF. This is the standard ad-hoc
approximation to the ML timing estimator shown in Eqns. (1)
where () is MF output normalized by its peak value and
further scaled by its signal to noise ratio. Note that at low SNR
the tanh(() is approximately () and at high SNR the
tanh(() is approximately sgn(()), which match except for
the SNR scaling, the common product approximations, ẏ()
y() and ẏ() sgn[y()].
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The loop that drives the product ẏ() y() to zero when ẏ() is
zero is the ML loop. By reversing the sign of the feedback
signal, the same loop can also drive the ẏ() y() to zero when
y() is zero. To distinguish this mode from the ML mode,
Gardner called this option the minimum likelihood timing
loop. In a QPSK signal the zero-amplitude level corresponds
to the mid-point of transitions between modulation levels.
Many transition detectors operate at two samples per symbol,
with the second sample used to detect the transition level. We
can understand the operation of a two sample per symbol
transition detector by examining the negative going transitions
in an eye diagram as shown in Fig. 2. Transitions are detected
by a conditional test of three successive samples. The test
verifies that the first sample is positive valued and that the
third is negative valued. If these samples coincide with the
proper sample location, the average value of the mid sample
is zero. On the other hand, if the test samples were taken early
with respect to the maximum eye opening, then the average
value of the mid sample on the transition will be positive.
Similarly, if the test samples were taken late with respect to
the maximum eye opening, then the average value of the mid
sample on the down sloping transition will be negative. If the
test samples are all same polarity, there has not been a

transition and the mid sample contains no information about
the timing the sample positions relative to the symbol times.
The Gardner timing error detector forms the product shown in
Eq. (2), where det(y(n-1)) is the detection level ±1. The
difference of the two detection levels is either ±1 or 0. The
difference approximates the derivative term ẏ() at the sample
value
y()
for
the
ẏ()
y()
product.
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Figure 2. BPSK Eye Diagram and Sample Points for Detecting Transition
Sample Values in Gardner Timing Error Detector

A property of a cyclo-stationary QAM signal with periodic
random symbol modulation is that, while it’s spectrum
contains no spectral lines, the conjugate product of the signal
with itself contains spectral lines at symbol rate. These
spectral lines are formed by the interaction of the band edge
conjugate spectra during the spectral correlation caused by the
time domain product. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the
top subplot shows the spectrum of a QPSK signal and the
center subplot shows the spectrum of the signal’s conjugate
product with itself. We clearly see the spectral line as well as
the DC line since the magnitude square has a large DC
component. We can suppress the DC by first differentiating
the signal and then form the conjugate product of the signal
and its derivative. The third subplot show the spectrum of this
product with it spectral line but without the DC line. Now we
seek to suppress the large spectral contribution between the
spectral lines.

Figure 3. Spectra of QPSK Signal s(n), of Conjugate Product s(n) and s(n),
and of Conjugate Product s(n) and its derivative ds(n)/dn.

The timing lines can be emphasized while suppressing the
central modulation spectral mass with a pair of band edge
filters. As shown in Fig. 4, we form a pair of band edge filters
BEPOS and BENEG for the positive and negative frequency band
edges and form BESUM and BEDIFF as the sum and difference
respectively of the two band edge output series. Finally, we
form the conjugate product of the BESUM and BENEG series.
The spectrum of the imaginary part of this product term
contains the timing line without the modulation spectrum [3,
4]. We address the question: “How much of the modulation
noise spectrum is present in the ML and the Gardner time error
detectors?”

Figure 6a. Spectra of Product Signals Formed by the ML Timing Error
Detector, y(n) and derivative y(n) for the Three α Values.

Figure 4. Spectra of QPSK Signal, Small Frequency Offset 0.01, of two BE
Filter Signals and of Imaginary Part Conjugate Product [BESUM x BEDIFF].

II.

Spectral Lines and Timing Error Detector S-Curves

We first introduce the spectrum of the timing error detectors
applied to a QPSK signal for three different values of excess
bandwidth α. We will then examine the S-curves and the
modulation noise variance of the three timing error detectors
for the selected α values. Figure 5 presents the QPSK signal
eye diagrams for the three α values. Take note of the reduced
variation of transitions between states with increased excess
bandwidth. Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c present these spectra [5, 6].
We can easily see the spectra of the modulation noise
accompanying the desired timing lines formed by the ML and
Gardner timing error detectors. Carful examination of the tone
shows that its amplitude increases with increased excess
bandwidth. This suggests that the timing recovery loops might
prefer the larger excess bandwidth which offers the larger
amplitude tones which enable the loop to maintain lock at
lower SNR.

Figure 6b. Spectra of Product Signals Formed by the Gardner Timing Error
Detector, y(n) [det(y(n-1)-det(y(n+1)] for the Three α Values.

Figure 6c. Spectra of Product Signals Formed by the Band Edge Filter
Timing Error Detector, BESUM Conj[BEDIF] for the Three α Values.

Figure 5. QPSK Signal Eye Diagrams for Three α Values.

Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c present the S-curves formed by the three
timing error detectors for the 3 α values. Each of the S-curve
figures is accompanied by a curve showing the modulation
noise variance contours for the three α values. We note that

Figure 7a. S-Curve Formed by the ML Band Edge Filter Timing Error
Detector, and Variance as function of Timing Offset for the Three α Values.

noise in the timing error detectors. We then observe that, as
we noted from the spectral plots, larger values of excess
bandwidth increase the amplitude swing of the S-curves.
Comparing the amplitude of the S curves in the three timing
error detectors we see they are essentially the same size. They
are all harvesting the cyclo-stationary energy component in
the received signal and they all do so equally well. The
primary difference in the detector, is not how much tone signal
they extract, but how much noise they gather while extracting
that tone.
For ease of comparison, we have collected the variance
profiles of the timing error detectors and placed them in Fig.
8. What we learn here is that for α=0.25, the narrow excess
BW, the ML detector has smaller modulation noise levels than
the Gardner detector. and that at α=0.50 the two detectors have
the same levels of modulation noise. What is impressive is the
significantly reduced levels of modulation noise of the band
edge filter timing error detector. The reduction is more than an
order of magnitude for α=0.25. We also note that the band
edge filter noise level at its minima does not change with
different amounts of excess bandwidth as it does for the ML
and Gardner detectors. Interesting that the noise levels at the
minima of the ML and Gardner detectors decrease with
increased bandwidth. This reduction is expected as we noted
as in Fig. 5 we noted the reduced variation in transitions
between states.

Figure 7b. S-Curve Formed by the Gardner Band Edge Filter Timing Error
Detector, and Variance as function of Timing Offset for the Three α Values.

Figure 8. Variance Curves of Timing Error Detectors Showing Increased
Noise Levels with Timing Offsets from Optimum Timing position

Figure 7c. S-Curve Formed by the Band Edge Filter Timing Error Detector,
and Variance as function of Timing Offset for the Three α Values.

the noise level increase when the timing detector operates
offset from the desired timing position. What we see here is
the noise due to the state transitions as the signal moves
between signal states. These transitions are the modulation

III. Closing Comments
In this paper we reviewed and examined the modulation noise
associated with the well-known ML and Gardner timing error
detectors. These detectors form the product of the amplitude
and derivative, y(t) ẏ(t), at the time sample test location to
guide a PLL to the desired time sample location. The ML loop
drives to the sample location for which ẏ(t) is zero, and the
Gardner loop drives to the sample location for which y(t) is
zero. These points correspond to the maximum eye opening
and the zero crossing of eye transitions between states. Our
intuition led us to believe that since minimum variance occurs
at the maximum eye opening we expect lower variance for the
ML timing detector. As it turns out, our intuition was faulty.
We discovered that over a range of small excess BW, ML is
better than Gardner, over a range of medium excess bandwidth
the two are comparable, and over a range of large excess BW
Gardner is better than ML. We also observed that the
amplitude of the timing lines increases, and timing variance
decreases for larger excess BW. This was an expected result
due to increased energy in the excess BW and due to reduced

variation in transitions between states respectively. We
examined the spectra of y(t) ẏ(t), the product term and found
modulation noise dominated the spectrum and would have to
be rejected by subsequent processing to access the timing
lines. Gardner spectra for a range of α are seen in Fig. 9. We
included, for comparison, the corresponding band-edge filter
spectra. This detector option suppresses the modulation noise
prior to forming the timing line rather than after. The spectra
for the band-edge version are seen in Fig. 10.
Some comments about the subplots in Fig. 11. Here we
have the eye diagrams of the signal and of the time series
obtained from the band edge filters. We see here that the zeros
of the band edge filter eye diagrams are aligned with the peak
and zero crossings of the signal eye diagram. The product of
the band-edge signals, shown in the bottom subplot, is seen to
be a variable amplitude sinewave phase locked to the
modulation clock. The average of these random amplitude
sinewaves is the band-edge S-curve. The lesson we learn here
is that the timing information we harvest from the received
signal resides in the band edges of the signal. We should avoid
being cavalier with shaping filter’s excess BW. The timing
recovery Genie lives on the energy in that excess BW.

Figure 11. Eye Diagrams of Signal and of BESUM and BEDIFF and S-Curve
Formed by Imaginary Part of Conjugate Product [BESUM x Conj(BEDIFF)].

Our final comment, is that we did not address the performance
of the time error detectors when the constellation is rotating
due to frequency offsets. The timing line formed by the ML
and Gardner detectors exhibits significant reduction in
amplitude. Frequency offsets and spinning constellations have
negligible effect on the band-edge timing line amplitude. In
fact, the real part of the conjugate cross product contains a DC
line with amplitude proportional to the frequency offset and is
normally used to operate a frequency locked loop.
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